
OCLENH Developer Application
Software Development Kit (SDK)

Change Log – June 18, 2018 – Update 08

STANDARD LIBRARY ADDITIONS AND FIXES

2011-08-28 All files Replaced deprecated SetWindowLong() and GetWindowLong() 
Windows APIs with SetWindowLongPtr() and 
GetWindowLongPtr().

2011-09-27 igrexept.cpp An exception will NO LONGER be thrown for any graphic related 
calls returning an ERROR_ACCESS_VIOLATION type error code.

When the screensaver/screen lock-up is activated, or if you 
minimize a Remote Desktop session, the OS might not allow the 
graphical elements of the GUI application to be refreshed. This 
causes the GUI application to receive an access denied type error 
from the Windows API call, throwing a graphics exception and 
crashing the application for no valid reason.

2011-10-12 listbx3.hpp fCursorData was allocated as a straightforward pointer, but was 
being deallocated as an array. This corrupted the memory heap 
and generated a debug assertion error.

2012-02-12 ISystemMenu You MUST wrap the creation of an ISystemMenu object with a 
try/catch statement. For example:

ISystemMenu *systemMenu;
try {
   systemMenu = new ISystemMenu(this);
} catch (IInvalidRequest &e) {
   // Use a Boolean flag to indicate the object is invalid.
}

Under Windows 7 and above, even though your window is 
displayed on the screen, and you've previously retrieved a 
reference to the system menu, the ISystemMenu constructor might
still fail to retrieve a reference to the system menu.

While this bug is still under study, the use of a try/catch will prevent
any critical failures of the program until a more permanent fix is 
delivered. The try/catch statement can be left in place after the fix 
is applied without affecting the application in any way.

Identical try/catch statements have already been added to all 
ISystemMenu object creations in the OCL library.

2012-02-19 OCLCORE
OCLUI

The library was still dependent on the IBM Class Library file 
cpporr40.dll for its resources. OCLUI.DLL now contains the 
missing resources, eliminating the dependency.
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2012-02-21 OCLG2D Certain jpeg functions were not accessible from outside the library 
due to EXTERN being incorrectly defined as extern instead of 
__declspec(dllexport).

2012-02-27 icanvas.*pp _pfnwpICCanProc() was improperly declared. The __stdcall calling
convention was missing from both the friend declaration and the 
function definition, rendering it incompatible with its original 
function declaration.

A search of the source code has revealed no other occurrence of 
this type of error, which remained undetected all these years 
because of the old IBM compiler's habit of "filling in the blanks".

2012-02-29 Istring
I0String

Support for long long variables has been activated. This support 
was already included in the original library, but was not activated, 
possibly due to the lack of standardization. Also, the original code 
used obsolete stdlib APIs to perform certain conversions instead of
the current stdlib APIs.

2012-03-04 IToolBar
IInfoArea

The destructor was missing stopHandlingEventsFor() method calls 
for dynamically created objects that had handleEventsFor() method
calls assigned to them.

You must ALWAYS stop ALL event handlers in yiour destructor 
BEFORE destroying the objects that are being handled. Failure to 
do so may cause a heap error in the destructor of the cursor used 
to maintain the list of active handlers.

Other OCL objects may be affected by this bug. They will all be 
fixed in the course of testing the OCL.

2012-03-04 IBrushElement
IPopUpMenu

In some method calls, the object deletes itself, then tries to return 
one of its own object variables, causing an access violation. The 
affected method calls now save the value to be returned into a 
local variable before deleting themselves.

Local variables are still valid after an object has deleted itself, and 
can safely be used as return codes.

2012-03-07 IException
ITHROWLIBRARYERROR
ITHROWLIBRARYERROR1
ITHROWSYSTEMERROR

Comprehensive information on the exception including the 
Windows error code and message if applicable will now be sent to 
the compiler's output window when using the Debug version of the 
OCL libraries.

Created a new IException macro called ITHROWLIBSYSERROR 
which specializes in reporting OCL library errors where a Windows 
API is the source of the problem. The parameters are almost the 
same as the ITHROWLIBRARYERROR1 macro, but you must also
specify the name of the Windows API responsible for the exception
as the last parameter.

2012-03-11 "friend" operators Operators assigned as friends in other classes were not available 
outside of the OCL due to missing __declspec(dllexport) 
statements in their declaration.
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2012-03-11 IContainerControl The event processing's behaviour in the tree view has somehow 
been altered in that an internal function call is returning an 
unexpected value. The library has been temporarily modified to 
treat the value in an alternate manner until we can pinpoint why an 
incorrect value is being returned.

This issue is still ongoing and will require further testing using a 
properly configured test program to ensure that all methods used in
the processing of a tree view are working properly.

2012-03-13 iuiobs.cpp This file contains method calls belonging to objects located in the 
OCLUI library (example: 
ICustomButtonDrawEvent::graphicContext() ), but which were not 
made available outside of the OCLOGPHC library due to missing 
__declspec(dllexport) statements. The methods are now 
accessible.

2012-05-15 IMultiCellCanvas Added the static classDefaultCell() method to return an ISize object
of the default cell size of 10x10 pixels. The values were hard-
coded in the library and were not available to anyone.

These values are required by the Enhanced OCL library's object 
eIMultiCellCanvas, but it wasn't deemed safe to have the same 
fixed values defined at multiple locations in the library.

2012-05-20 IGraphicPushButton Added method calls setBitmap() and setIcon(), accepting either an 
unsigned long resource ID, or an IResourceId object so that one 
can obtain a proper exception error to find out why a specific 
bitmap or icon resource hasn't loaded properly.

The setGraphic() method first *tries* to load the bitmap, then tries 
to load the icon after failing to load the bitmap. The exception is 
only thrown when the icon fails to load, resulting in the loss of the 
reason why the bitmap failed to load in the first place.

2012-07-12 IStaticText Created the style IStaticText::raisedBorder3D which draws a raised
border around the static text object, giving it a raised appearance 
similar to a push button, instead of the sunken appearance created
by the existing IStaticText::border3D style.

Use IStaticText::raisedBorder3D and IStaticText::border3D 
together to create a border that rises and falls at the same time, 
creating a raised frame around the text. Using these styles 
together will double the size of the border, increasing the overall 
size of the static text object.
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2012-08-25 Image Processing Found the bug in the image processing components that caused 
so much bad behaviour in the OCL. Part of the code in the internal 
class IBitmapStaticPtr was both incomplete and flaky. The defect 
would crash the application whenever more than 2,000 images 
were loaded during its execution.

Once the original image processing's intended behaviour was 
understood, every single bug involving image management was 
finally eliminated, including the IBitmapControl class bugs that 
STILL EXIST in the defunct IBM VisualAge C++ development 
environment.

2012-08-26 INotebook Added method calls to retrieve and change the default tab sizes for
one or all notebooks that use the INotebook::pmCompatible style. 
This class will be enhanced later to support auto sizing tabs.

This feature has no effect in notebooks displayed using the class 
default native Windows format.

2012-12-04 IMultiCellCanvas Added the method resetCanvas() to easily remove and optionally 
hide all child windows from a multi-cell canvas, and restore the 
canvas layout to a state just before the canvas was initially 
populated with child windows. This makes it possible to redraw an 
existing canvas from scratch without the need to delete and 
recreate both the canvas and its child windows.

This method will not alter the existing border, border text or 
background colour settings of the canvas. It also won't alter the 
existing padding or 3rd party window relationships of any 
eIMultiCellCanvas and eIGroupBox objects.

2012-12-17 IBitmapControl Corrected a minimum size error. This class used the minimum size
of an IStaticText class to determine the smallest possible size of an
IBitmapControl object. The minimum size that was returned was 
16x16 pixels, which made any image smaller than 16 pixels in 
either width or height to not scale properly on the screen.

The minimum size has now been changed to 1x1 pixels. You may 
still need to use the multi-cell canvas style 
IMultiCellCanvas::spaceAddedToLast to ensure every image fits 
properly inside the canvas.

2013-09-02 ISystemMenu Under Windows Vista and above, do not use this class under any 
circumstances as it has a tendency to become highly unstable and 
crash your application.

As an alternative, attach a derived ICommandHandler object to 
your window, override ICommandHandler::systemCommand, and 
return true whenever you receive a command ID that matches the 
system menu control you want the system to ignore. This will have 
the same effect as disabling the system menu control, but without 
the potential crash.
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2013-09-10 __IBMCPP__ and 
__IBMC__ definitions

__IBMCPP__ has been replaced with the pre-processor definition 
__OCLENHCPP__, and the value is maintained at 400.

__IBMC__ is no longer used in the OCLENH. However, Microsoft 
Visual Studio still defines it internally even though it doesn’t appear
to be documented. Instead, use the documented preprocessor 
definition _MSC_VER to obtain the current version of the Microsoft 
compiler.

2013-09-13 ICurrentApplication Added the static method isThemed() to report back via a boolean 
value if the GUI application is being displayed using a themed style
or not.

In order to return true, the application must be running under a 
themed environment such as Windows XP, Vista and 7, and the 
executable must have been compiled with the preprocessor 
definition OCLENH_INCLUDE_STYLES_MANIFEST.

This preprocessor definition has no effect on projects that generate
DLL files. It will only work within projects that generate executable 
files.

If the desktop themed is changed, the OCL will receive a 
notification of this change, and automatically redraw the application
window in order to match the new theme style.

2013-10-26 IResourceLibrary Added the ability to specify the desired icon or pointer size to load, 
or try to load, from the resource library.

Icon files have the ability to store multiple icons in the same file. 
This ability is normally used to store multiple sizes of the same icon
in order to minimize scaling artifacts when displayed on the screen.
However, the original IBM Class Library would only allow the use 
of icons and pointers that were 32x32 pixels in size.

The methods loadIcon(), loadPointer(), tryToLoadIcon() and 
tryToLoadPointer() now have overloaded methods that accept an 
ISize parameter. The size value will be used to locate the best 
matching icon or pointer image in the resource.

2013-12-06 IMouseHandler
IMouseClickEvent

Added scroll wheel support. mouseAction() will return 
IMouseClickEvent::scrollWheel, and mouseButton() will return 
either IMouseClickEvent::verticalWheel or 
ImouseClickEvent::horizontalWheel.

Use the following example code in mouseClicked() to make a 
container control scroll properly via the mouse wheel.

if (    event.mouseAction() == IMouseClickEvent::scrollWheel
     && event.mouseButton() == IMouseClickEvent::verticalWheel ) {
   aContainerControl.scrollVertically(
      (   GET_WHEEL_DELTA_WPARAM(event.parameter1().asUnsignedLong())
        * -1) / 7) + 1 );
}
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2014-02-25 ISpinButton Corrected a GDI leak in the PM Compatible style. A pen wasn't 
being deleted properly after use.

2015-10-01 Visual Studio / Windows OCLENH now includes support for Visual Studio 2015 and 
Windows 10. The new DLLs have the number “15” in their names.
You must install the Microsoft Visual C++ 2015 Runtime at your 
client sites for the new DLLs to work properly.

If the Microsoft Visual C++ 2015 Runtime fails to install 
properly, apply all the latest Microsoft Updates on your 
computer, go to the following Microsoft link, download and 
install hotfix KB2999226, and reinstall the runtime.

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/2999226

2016-04-07 ITime Added millisecond support.

The constructor ITime(long seconds, unsigned ms) has been 
added, and the constructor ITime(unsigned hours, unsigned 
minutes, unsigned seconds = 0) has been changed to 
ITime(unsigned hours, unsigned minutes, unsigned seconds, 
unsigned milliseconds = 0) so that the seconds no longer default to
zero.

Also added the method unsigned milliseconds(void) to retrieve only
the milliseconds portion of the time.

2016-04-07 ITimeStamp Added millisecond support via the new ITimeStamp(double 
seconds, unsigned milliseconds) constructor.

2016-10-28 IFonts Corrected a bug that caused the font selection dialog to crash 
under Window 8 and higher.
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2016-12-05 IPlatform (undocumented) The following methods should be considered as being deprecated. 
They’ll eventually be removed from the class in a later release.

isWinNT()
isNTNewShell()
isWin32S()
isWin95()
isWin98()
isWin9x()
isWin2000()

The following methods have been added to the class.

isWinVista7()
isWinVista()
isWin7()
isWin8()
isWin10() (also Windows 8.1)
isWinServer()
is32BitOS()
is64BitOS()

The following will always return true/false until a 64 bit version of 
the OCL is created.

isWin32()
isWin64()

2017-03-24 IFonts
IGdiDevice

Added extra exception handlers to catch Windows API failures 
when the program runs out of system resources.
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2017-03-24 IWindow Modified an exception handler to better explain a particular 
situation that was recently uncovered.

Every time an IWindow derived object is created, the object’s 
starting memory address is stored in an internally managed 
collection in the OCL library so that clean-up operations can be 
properly performed when the object’s later destroyed.

However, if an IWindow object that was created with “new” is later 
deleted, but the source file where the object was deleted didn't 
include the object's class definition, the object will still be removed 
properly from memory, but the object’s destructor won't be called 
which will leave a rogue memory pointer in the OCL’s internally 
managed collection.

If a new IWindow derived object is later created occupying the 
same starting memory address as the previously deleted IWindow 
object, when adding the new memory pointer in the collection, the 
OCL will instead find the old memory pointer in the collection and 
throw a vaguely worded exception.

The exception handling has been altered to immediately remove 
the rogue IWindow memory pointer from the collection, then throw 
a recoverable exception with a message explaining the possible 
cause of the exception.

2017-06-07 cppwot3 When certain window elements fail, the OCL may log the incident 
in the Windows Event Log. However, the OCL was still logging 
cppwot3 as the event’s source name. This is the library’s original 
source name under the IBM VisualAge C++ SDK.

The source name has now been changed to oclui, oclui13 and 
oclui15 respectively. This is purely a cosmetic correction.

2017/12/29 IThread
INonGuiThread

Corrected a severe memory and handle leak caused by the OCL 
library’s interception of all DLL_THREAD_ATTACH and 
DLL_THREAD_DETACH signals in the DllMain() function.

If an application called IThread::start() or INonGuiThread::start(), 
the DllMain() function in OCLCORE.DLL would intercept the 
DLL_THREAD_ATTACH call and perform some necessary 
housekeeping to properly manage the thread.

However, the DllMain() function in OCLCORE.DLL was also 
intercepting the DLL_THREAD_ATTACH signals issued by the 
ANSI C function _beginthread(). The housekeeping routine 
mishandled this very badly, creating both cumulative memory and 
handle leaks. After a large number of calls were made to 
_beginthread(), the computer would freeze up after running out of 
available resources.

The DllMain() function can now recognise and properly ignore 
DLL_THREAD_ATTACH signals sent by the _beginthread() 
function, preventing the leaks from happening.
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ENHANCED OCL LIBRARY ADDITIONS AND FIXES

2012-02-01 eIEntryField
eIPushButtonEntryField
eIDateEntryField

Enhanced entry field object that includes built-in validation of 
entered data including numeric, alphabetic, dates and times. The
entry field will even alter and restrict the data as necessary such 
as limiting the keystrokes in numeric fields to numbers and 
decimals, forcibly uppercasing and lowercasing letters where 
necessary, and validating date and time fields to your desired 
format.

Extra features include specific or global focus foreground and 
background colour selection, which will change automatically as 
a field gains or loses focus. The entry field can also be 
configured to send or post an event to your application whenever
a specific key is pressed.

The eIPushButtonEntryField class includes your choice of a text 
or graphics push button positioned on the right or the left of the 
entry field. A command handler will relay the entry field's window 
ID to the parent window's command handler whenever the button
is pressed, or when the user presses the enter key while in the 
field.

Note that the eIPushButtonEntryField class inherits the 
IMultiCellCanvas class, and not the eIEntryField class. However, 
nearly all of the eIEntryField's method calls are duplicated in the 
eIPushButtonEntryField class for compatibility. If however you 
still need direct access to the eIEntryField object inside the 
eIPushButtonEntryField class, simply call the method 
entryField() to retrieve a pointer to the eIEntryField object.

The eIDateEntryField class, which extends the date format 
support in the eIEntryField class, inherits the 
eIPushButtonEntryField class, is restricted to date formats only, 
and includes the eICalendarDialog calendar class which can be 
used independently in your own application.

You aren’t required to use the eIDateEntryField class to support 
date fields in your application. You can still use an eIEntryField 
class configured with the date format of your choice.

2012-02-01 eICalendarDialog The eICalendarDialog class is a calendar pop-up window which 
can be created for any text capable window in your application, 
and then shown at will both modally and not.

This dialog is used modally by the eIDateEntryField class.
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2012-04-15 eIAutoPost An Auto-post class that allows an IWindow event to be posted to 
a target window at timed intervals, and/or upon receiving a signal
triggered by an external process. This allows a program to 
broadcast an event to all application running on the system and 
listening to the signal, both at timed intervals and at will.

An example where such a feature would be used is in a delivery 
system where as soon as a delivery is processed, the program 
processing the delivery can broadcast a refresh signal to all of 
the "airport" type displays, ensuring that all of the latest 
information is available on the screen at all times.

Planned enhancements include extending the reach of this 
signalling mechanism across a TCP/IP network to a select list of 
target system.

2012-05-05 eIMultiCellCanvas Needed a better way to lay out a multi-cell canvas that didn't 
require calculating the coordinates of every single child window 
in the canvas. This was becoming a huge problem in canvasses 
where optional fields were laid out (usually in the middle of the 
canvas) only if the data requirements of the application made it 
necessary.

The enhanced canvas includes column/row spacing, and optional
padding that can be sized independently. By default, all items will
be laid out in cell spacing of 2 rows and columns, and the 
padding will be enabled with the default cell size of 10x10 pixels.

Use the method addToRow() to add child window objects in the 
canvas. Passing a child window pointer value of 0 will cause the 
layout to skip the next target column. Calling nextRow() will 
cause the next child window to be placed at the first column of 
the next target row.

The addToRow() parameters numberOfColumns and 
numberOfRows refer to  the virtual column and row count of the 
enhanced canvas object, and not the true column and row count 
of the IMultiCellCanvas class.

To lay the fields vertically, use addToColumn() and 
nextColumn().

Since this enhanced multi-cell canvas inherits all of the 
functionality of the original IMultiCellCanvas object, you can add 
custom child windows in any available location within the canvas 
without affecting the automatic positioning features of the 
enhanced canvas class.

2012-05-16 eIPushButton
eIGraphicPushButton

Enhanced push button classes which include optional single 
action support. This feature will disable the tab stop highlighting 
and double-click capabilities of the push buttons, restricting the 
object to respond only to mouse button 1, normally the left 
mouse button. This makes the button suitable for touchscreen 
application.
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2012-08-20 eIEntryField The eIEntryField::validation() method has been removed. 
eIEntryField::isValid() now supports two Boolean flags to indicate
if the data in the entry field should be refreshed, and if error 
messages should be displayed.

The default parameter values are true when the method is called 
from inside the OCL, and THE REVERSE when the method is 
called without any parameters from within your own application. 
The OCL will automatically handle all data formatting and error 
message operations, and allow the program to simply ask if the 
content of the field is valid or not without affecting its 
appearance.

Defaults and single field behaviours can be adjusted with:

virtual eIEntryField& enableAutoUpdateData(bool enableUpdateData = true);
virtual eIEntryField& disableAutoUpdateData();
static void enableDefaultAutoUpdateData(bool enableUpdateData = true);
static void disableDefaultAutoUpdateData();

virtual bool isAutoUpdateData();
static bool defaultAutoUpdateData();
static bool classDefaultAutoUpdateData();

virtual eIEntryField& enableAutoDisplayError(bool enableDisplayError = true);
virtual eIEntryField& disableAutoDisplayError();
static void enableDefaultAutoDisplayError(bool enableDisplayError = true);
static void disableDefaultAutoDisplayError();

virtual bool isAutoDisplayError();
static  bool defaultAutoDisplayError();
static  bool classDefaultAutoDisplayError();

If you plan to use an on-screen keyboard and feed the characters
to the entry field via a sendEvent() method, you'll need to call 
defaultAutoUpdateData(false) and 
defaultAutoDisplayError(false), otherwise you’ll obtain 
unpredictable results as the focus changes constantly between 
the keyboard’s pushbuttons and the entry field.

2012-08-26 eIBitmapControl Removed now that the bug that badly affected the behaviour of 
the IBitmapControl class along with many other image based 
classes has been resolved. Simply remove the "e" in front of the 
class name in your source code to use the corrected class.
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2012-10-25 eIGroupBox Enhanced group which allows the dynamic addition of a mix of 
checkboxes and radio buttons without the need to manage them 
independently. This is primarily a convenience class to help 
speed up the creation and management of these various items in
a single group.

This class inherits the eIMultiCellCanvas class to lay the radio 
buttons and check boxes in multiple columns and rows in your 
choice of spacing and padding. But contrary to the 
eIMultiCellCanvas class, the padding will be DISABLED by 
default.

The class includes the method whichIsSelected() which will 
return the ID of the radio button that's currently selected in the 
group. If no radio buttons are selected or available in your group, 
0 is returned.

Also available is the linkToButton() method which allows you to 
link a button to a separate window element so that it can be 
enabled or disabled whenever the button is selected or 
deselected. The grey "indetermined" state of 3 state checkboxes 
will be interpreted as “deselected.”

The link to a window element can be removed with the 
unlinkFromButton() method call. You can also link multiple 
window elements to the same button through repeated calls to 
linkToButton(), and unlink them all at once with the method 
unlinkAllFromButton().
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2012-11-10 eIEntryField Added sendEventAtKey() and postEventAtKey() to allow the 
sending or posting of events whenever the user presses a 
specific keyboard key combination in the entry field. The key will 
first be processed by the entry field, and then verified against the 
list of pre-programmed event keys.

Do make sure the keys you use to send or post events to other 
windows are compatible with the entry field’s data type. If for 
example you associate an event with a lower-case key, but the 
entry field is configured for upper-case letters, no events will be 
sent or posted to the target window.

Normally, the preferred method for programming hot keys in a 
window is to associate an IAcceleratorTable class to your 
window, and add in the appropriate hot keys using the 
addorReplaceKey() method, passing it an IAcceleratorKey class 
as a parameter. The eIEntryField methods however allow one to 
assign hot keys to individual entry fields without the need to set 
up an accelerator table, and without altering the normal 
behaviour of the entry field.

Multiple event keys can be assigned to a single entry field, but 
only one event, either sent or posted, can be assigned to any 
single key combination. Use removeEventAtKey() to remove an 
event assigned to a key.

You can also use sendEventAtAnyKey() and 
postEventAtAnyKey() to send or post an event whenever a field 
is altered through any key combination, allowing you for example
to activate an "Apply" button whenever a user changes the 
content of a field. Use removeEventAtAnyKey() to remove the 
event assigned to any key.

Using the "Any Key" method calls is equivalent to calling 
sendEventAtKey() or postEventAtKey() with a scan code value of
0.

2012-12-02 eIEntryField Added method isScanned() to find out if the data entered into the
entry field was accomplished using a bar code reader.

This feature is always active, and the default maximum timeout 
between keystrokes is 150 ms, which can be modified globally or
per entry field. The delete and backspace keys are also included 
in the evaluation as they can alter the contents of the entry field.

2012-12-04 eINotebook
eIMultiCellCanvas
eIGroupBox
eIEntryField
eIPushButtonEntryField
eIDateEntryField

All of these classes are now interconnected. When you 
setFocus() to an eIEntryField object, the notebook containing the 
entry field will automatically flip over to the proper notebook page
before setting the focus, eliminating the need for your program to
flip to the proper page in advance.

This feature is always enabled, and will work within nested 
canvasses and notebooks.
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2012-12-27 eIPushButtonEntryField Replaced all references to “TabStops” with “TabStop”, restoring 
the proper OCL naming convention, and modified the behaviour 
of the entry field’s push button.

By default, the button’s tab stop will be disabled unless you call 
enableButtonTabStop(), or enable it for all subsequent objects by
calling enableDefaultButtonTabStop().

Calling enableTabStop(false) or disableTabStop() will 
automatically disable the tabbing of the button along with the 
entry field. Calling enableTabStop() will activate the tab stop for 
the entry field, but the button’s tab stop will only be enabled if it 
were previously enabled with enableButtonTabStop().

2012-12-27 eIEntryField
eIPushButtonEntryField
eIDateEntryField

Added new open() and close() methods, which will work 
differently from the standard enable() or disable() methods.

Calling close() on an enhanced entry field will NOT disable the 
field, and will NOT close the window as it would normally do suc 
as, for example, with a frame window. Instead, the entry field’s 
foreground and background colours will match the default colour 
scheme of a standard dialog window, making the content of the 
field selectable for copy/paste operations, and maximizing its 
readability.

Calling open() will reactivate an entry field that was previously 
closed, making the contents modifiable, restoring the original 
focus foreground and background colours, and re-activating the 
entry field button if there is one.

If you want the button of an eIPushButtonEntryField object to 
remain accessible after calling close(), simply call enableButton()
after calling close() to reactivate the button, and 
enableButtonTabStop() to activate the button’s tab stop. The 
entry field itself will remain closed.
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2013-01-16 eIFrameWindow Enhanced frame window class which inherits all of the 
functionality of the original frame window class, and includes an 
automated thread launching and monitoring component for 
routines that must be executed in a separate thread so as not to 
freeze up the program’s main thread.

When a custom void threadFn(void *) thread function pointer is 
passed and executed by the runInThread() method, a modal 
hourglass pushbutton image will pop up over the frame window, 
allowing the user to "Cancel" the running thread at any time. 
When the hourglass pushbutton is pressed, a “Cancel” flag will 
be set in the frame window object, and the background of the 
hourglass image will change to red to confirm with the user that 
the cancel request has been received.

runInThread() will block access to the frame window while the 
modal wait/cancel button is displayed, but the application’s 
message loop will continue to function. If however the 
runInThread() method is instructed not to display the wait button, 
runInThread() will not block, and the frame window will remain 
accessible during the thread’s execution.

It is the custom thread’s responsibility to periodically verify the 
frame window’s cancel flag with the isThreadCanceled() method 
and act accordingly to a user’s cancel request. The frame 
window object only maintains the cancel flag, and will not 
interfere with the thread with the exception of forcibly terminating 
it when the frame window’s destructor is called.

Use the setThreadButtonGraphics() method to change the 
default wait and cancel button images. They can each be of 
different sizes and shapes, and will automatically be centered 
and sized to 1:1 scale when displayed.

The eIFrameWindow class also includes the screensaver helper 
methods dismissOnScreensaver() (for dismissing modal frame 
windows), closeOnScreensaver() (for closing non-modal frame 
windows) and blockScreensaver().

If you want to detect the screensaver activation yourself, simply 
override the virtual systemCommand() method in a derived 
ICommandHandler class, and look for an event.commandId() 
value of SC_SCREENSAVE. Return false to allow the 
screensaver to run normally, and true to block it.

2013-02-22 eIEntryField Reduced the default time interval for detection of scanned bar 
coded cards from 150 ms to 100 ms. The original delay was slow
enough to allow reasonably fast typists to easily mimic a bar 
code reader.

2013-05-09 eIGroupBox Removed static default padding methods. The default padding 
values will now be inherited from the eIMultiCellCanvas class. 
This change will enable the eIGroupBox’s padding by default 
instead of disabling it.
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2013-06-15 eIPushButtonEntryField Corrected a bug where the style parameter wasn’t being passed 
to the eIEntryField component inside the class.

2014-05-15 eITcpIp Added TCP/IP object support.

 Use Connect() to establish a client connection to a server.
 Use Listen() to initiate a server connection.
 Use Accept() in a loop after calling Listen() to accept 

connections from clients.
 Accept() will return an eITcpIp object containing the received 

client connection, which can be passed to a separate thread.
 Use Read(), Write() and Peek() for data exchanges.
 Use ReadLine() to read a variable length line. The read will 

terminate automatically after a timeout or after receiving a 
line feed character. Carriage returns and line feeds are 
automatically removed from the received data.

 Use Disconnect() to terminate the connection. The object can
then be used for a new server or client connection. You 
must call Disconnect() before destroying the object, 
otherwise the connection will persist!

 Use lastError() to retrieve an eITcpIpError object containing 
error information on the previous call. Note that Disconnect() 
does not report back or alter any error information.

 Use the set___Timeout() methods to alter the connection, 
read and/or write timeouts of the connection. These methods
will work before or after a connection has been established.

2014-08-21 eITinyXML2 TinyXML2 parser with OCLENH integration. The original source 
code by Lee Thomason (www.grinninglizard.com) can be found 
in the SDK’s “source” folder.
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2015-01-02 eIService Services namespace. Consult msdn.windows.com for more 
information on Windows services and their parameters.

The following methods allow a program to manage any Windows 
service via a service name.

loadService() - Load a service in the Service Control Manager.

unloadService() - Unload a service from the Service Control
                  Manager. The service will be stopped if
                  it's running.

startService() - Start a service.

stopService() - Stop a service.

changeServiceStartType() - Change the start type of a service.

queryServiceStatus() - Query the status of a service.

The following methods are to be used in a service application.

dispatchService() - Run this method in a separate thread, pass
                    it the addresses of the functions the
                    Service Control Manager must call to know
                    if the service is running, and tell it to
                    shut down.

signalServiceIsStarting() – Tell the Service Control Manager
                            the service is starting. Call this
                            periodically so that the Service
                            Control Manager doesn’t believe
                            your service has frozen up.

signalServiceIsRunning() - Tell the Service Control Manager
                           the service is now running normally.

signalServiceIsStopping() - Tell the Service Control Manager
                            the service is stopping. Call this
                            periodically so that the Service
                            Control Manager doesn’t believe
                            your service has frozen up.

signalServiceIsStopped() – Tell the Service Control Manager
                           the service has officially stopped.

setWindowHandle() – Set the window handle where session
                    switching messages should be broadcast.
                    Pass 0 to reset it.

isServiceStarting() - Internal service status flags.
isServiceRunning()
isServiceStopping()

2015-02-09 eITcpIp The method Connect() will now set the last TCP/IP error to 
WSAHOST_NOT_FOUND (11001) instead of 0 if the host name 
can’t be resolved using either GetAddrInfo() or gethostbyname().

2015-03-06 eIString Enhanced derived version of the IString class that includes 
integer, decimal and currency formatting capabilities including 
COBOL compatible numeric picture support. This class is still 
under development.
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2015-11-01 eIService Fixed a bug in an error evaluation routine which caused the 
successful completion of a task to be reported back as an error.

2015-12-29 eIFrameWindow Added the method optimumFrameSize() which will return an 
ISize object containing the amount of width and height an 
application must add to the size of a client window so that the 
entire frame window looks correct.

An example. if a derived frame window has a client canvas called
aClientCanvas, you can easily adjust the entire frame to its 
optimum minimum size by calling the following in the frame 
window’s constructor:

sizeTo(optimumFrameSize() + aClientCanvas.minimumSize());

Note that optimumFrameSize() will return a frame size that’s 
smaller than the frame size returned by a call to the 
IFrameWindow class’ minimumFrameSize() method. This is 
normal since the size returned by minimumFrameSize() can 
include the size of the titlebar text and frame buttons.

Furthermore, the new method optimumFrameSize() is aware of 
the version of the Windows development platform being used, 
helping to correct a size evaluation bug we’ve found in Visual 
Studio 2015’s Windows APIs. This bug causes the 
IFrameWindow class’ borderSize() method to return a value 
that’s smaller than the actual border size.

Since this bug exists only in the 2015 version of Visual Studio’s 
Windows APIs, it was decided not to attempt to change anything 
in the existing OCLENH library methods in case Microsoft repairs
the bug at a later date, and to simply add a new method that will 
be adjusted as the repairs are made.

2016-01-03 eIMultiCellCanvas Corrected a minor layout generating bug, and adjusted the sizing
of text based pushbuttons so they automatically stretch out to fill 
their assigned cell range. Graphic pushbuttons will continue to be
properly scaled based on the resolution of the graphic image 
they contain.
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2016-01-18 eIRegistry New class to simplify the accessing and modification of registry 
entries. This class mimics the Windows API calls with the added 
advantage of storing the results within the class, allowing for 
easy retrieval using any desired data type conversion.

The set() and get() methods both allow you to specify the key 
and value as separate or combined parameters.

The set() method will automatically create the key and value if 
they don’t exist.

dropSubkey() will delete either a single value or an entire subkey 
depending on what’s found in the registry with the specified 
parameter. dropValue() will only delete the value specified.

All remaining methods are for retrieving the subkey and value 
information as well as the data stored in the value. The asString()
method will return the value as a readable IString object 
regardless of the data’s original data type.

2016-10-12 eIEntryField Fixed a bug that was generated when calling combinations of 
sendEventAtKey() / postEventAtKey() and sendEventAtAnyKey()
/ postEventAtAnykey() against a single entry field. The class 
wouldn’t go through the entire list of assigned events when 
processing a keystroke. Instead, it would find and process the 
first matching event stored in memory, then stop searching the 
list for other matches.

As a result, if an event was assigned to a specific key and to 
“Any” key against the same field, the first iteration found in 
memory would be processed, and the second one would be 
ignored.

The class will now go through the entire list of keystroke events 
stored in memory, and process all matching keystroke events for 
the same keystroke. Note however that the order in which the 
events will be processed isn’t guaranteed to match the order in 
which they were originally assigned.

2016-11-28 eITcpIp Added the static method ping() which calls the Windows API 
function IcmpSendEcho(). If successful, the returned 
eITcpIpError object’s message() method will return a string 
containing the time in milliseconds it took to reach the specified 
host. If the _data parameter isn’t specified or is empty, the 
default value will be "OCLENH Ping/Echo".
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2017-02-14 eILogger New message logging class that allows a program to log different
types of messages in a text file. The class includes the ability to 
automatically rotate the log files in an hourly, twice-daily, daily 
(default), weekly or monthly basis.

By default, the date, time and memory usage are enabled, and 
the current log file’s name isn’t time-stamped. These options can 
be changed at any time even while a log file’s being accessed.

After creating the object, use the following methods to adjust the 
logging features.

enableTimeStampInLog() // Default: enabled
disableTimeStampInLog()
enableMemoryUsageInLog() // Default: enabled
disableMemoryUsageInLog()
setLogFileRotation() // Default: Daily
setStdOut() // Default: 0 (not set)

Use openLogFile() and closeLogFile() to access the file. The 
base name passed to openLogFile() will be altered to add a 
timestamp before the file extension in the file name whenever the
file’s rotated. If the parameter _timeStampActiveLogFile is set to 
true, the active log file will also have a timestamp.

The logPrintf() method works just like the ANSI-C printf() function
while the writeLogFile() method only accepts a character pointer 
and an optional string length value (default is strlen(_string)). A 
line terminator is added automatically at the end of the string if it 
hasn’t already been specified.

The dates and times are formatted in YYYY-MM-DD and 
HH:MM:SS.mmm formats. The memory consumption will be 
displayed in MB with one decimal, and highlighted with asterisks 
whenever the memory consumption reaches a new peak usage.

Passing a valid file handle value to setStdOut() will cause all 
newly created log lines to be written to the file referenced by the 
handle. Passing the stdout handle will cause all log events to be 
sent to the standard output device such as a command window.

Setting the _forceLogRotation parameter to true when calling 
methods rotateLogFile() and setLogFileRotation() will cause the 
file to be rotated regardless if it’s time to rotate the file or not.

2017/12/01 eICalendarDialog
eIEntryField
eIFTP
eIRegistry

Have all been made thread safe.

2018/01/12 eILogger Modified how the class retrieves the application’s working set 
size to reduce the number of times a memory usage increase is 
falsely reported.
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2018/04/20 eITcpIp Added parameter support for alternate communications protocols
in the Connect() and Listen() methods. The protocol parameter 
will default to IPPROTO_TCP if not specified, the same protocol 
that was used by eITcpIp before the new optional parameter was
added.

This change now makes it possible to use alternate 
communications protocols such as those supported by 
MODBUS/TCP capable devices.
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ENHANCED OCL LIBRARY COMPONENTS UNDER DEVELOPMENT

2012-11-18 eIFlyInfo Consolidated the IFlyText, ITextControl and 
IFlyOverHelpHandler classes into a single class, making it much 
easier to add a simple pop-up text message to a window 
element.

In the constructor, simply pass the address of the window over 
which you want to display a message along with the message to 
display and its alternate timeout values if necessary. You can 
also assign or change these values with the setMessage() 
method, or enable/disable the pop-up message with the 
enableMessage() and disableMessage() method calls without 
losing the currently assigned message.

<<< left to do >>>  The eIFlyInfo class will automatically size 
itself to the length of the message, automatically adding line 
breaks where necessary if you don't include your own line 
breaks. If no message is defined, the pop-up message window 
will not appear.

2015-12-23 eIRFID RFID class for reading RFID tags from supported RFID devices. 
Currently support the Feig OBID RFID LRU1002 and MRU102 
readers in polling mode only.

2017-02-14 eIFTP This class is still under development. Only the passive binary 
transfer mode has been completed and tested.
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